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In this paper, based on the latest Opencv 2.x is mainly devoted to study of license 
plate recognition system.It researches in terms of image acquisition, preprocessing, 
license plate location, character segmentation and character recognition. Try to use the 
minimal procedure word to make a automatic license plate recognition system. 
First we can judge the image brightness by gray histogram. Then a preprocessing 
operation is used with the corresponding image brightness to Improve the quality of 
images. Sobel operator is used to detect the gradient of the image in vertical direction. 
After using morphological image processing,we find the license plate location. 
Eliminating redundancy based on the geometric feature of license plate. We use 
Horizontal integral projection to find the top and the bottom of the license plate. A 
method call 'exclamation point' is designed to solve interference and conglutination 
problems. 'Elastic template matches' plays very well on license plate 
orientation .Along with this,it can validates the license plate is well positioned or not. 
Using the principal components analytic method to reduce the dimension and then we 
construct random forest to complete effective character recognition, which can handle 
very large scale dataset and has characteristics such as high precision, good 
robustness, easy implementation and fast computation. 
Based on analyse each segment of LPR，we design a feasible algorithm. Lots of 
experiments have been conducted to optimize the data structure and the algorithm 
parameters, and plenty of accomplishments have been achieved. When write the 
ALPR program we minimize the complex algorithm code and use Open Source 
Computer Vision Library to reduce difficulty and raise efficiency. It is a helpful 
research for the popularization of digital image processing techniques. 
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